
MANA CRUISING CLUB (Inc.) YARD SERVICES CHARGES  

Effective 01/04/19

MCC Non-Member

Yard Services Bookings are at:  www.manacc.co.nz/booking Member Commercial

Charge Charge

TRAVEL LIFT (two way lift)

Travel Lift 2 way - Vessel < 10M $178 $254

Travel Lift 2 way - Vessel 10M-14M $258 $369

Travel Lift 2 way - Vessel > 14M $360 $515

LIFT & HOLD (includes 1 hour in the sling & 1 hour waterblaster)

Travel Lift & Hold Vessel < 10M $123 $176

Travel Lift & Hold Vessel 10M-14M $170 $243

Travel Lift & Hold Vessel > 14M $231 $331

TRANSPORTER  (on or off) $150 $200

HARD STAND (daily & progressively charged)

First 14 Days 

Hardstand - Vessels < 10M $17 $33

Hardstand Vessels 10-14M $20 $45

Hardstand Vessels > 14M $23 $60

Next 14 -28 Days 

Hardstand - Vessels < 10M $20 $33

Hardstand Vessels 10-14M $24 $45

Hardstand Vessels > 14M $29 $60

Greater than 28 Days 

Hardstand - Vessels < 10M $23 $33

Hardstand Vessels 10-14M $31 $45

Hardstand Vessels > 14M $42 $60

EXTRA SERVICES 

Water blaster (after first hour) (charged per hour) $75 $75

Wasterblast by operator (charged per hour) $125 $125

Mast Derek (charged each use) $80 $80

Lift & Hold additional hours after the first $100 $100

Double strops (for large vessels) (charged each lift) $100 $100
Concrete block moves for multi hull vessels (charged each move) $175 $175

WHARF (daily charges)

Vessels less than 10M $35 $35

Vessels 10M-14M $40 $40

Vessels Over 14M $50 $50

Members no charge for first 2 consecutive nights in any fortnight

TRAVEL LIFT EMERGENCY

Surcharge on top of normal charge $100 $200

NOTES 

Book your Yard Services online at:  www.manacc.co.nz/booking

Vessel owners/agents must read and acknowledge their agreement to the terms and conditions.

Hints, tips, and responsibilities for travel lift use are documented at:  www.manacc.co.nz/travel-lift.html

Additional charges may apply,  all charges are inclusive of GST.  

Office manager: Tel: 04 2331578 email: office@manacc.co.nz Version 1.0
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